Regulating deep neural networks (DNNs) with human structured knowledge has shown to be of great benefit for improved accuracy and interpretability. We develop a general framework that enables learning knowledge and its confidence jointly with the DNNs, so that the vast amount of fuzzy knowledge can be incorporated and automatically optimized with little manual efforts. We apply the framework to sentence sentiment analysis, augmenting a DNN with massive linguistic constraints on discourse and polarity structures. Our model substantially enhances the performance using less training data, and shows improved interpretability. The principled framework can also be applied to posterior regularization for regulating other statistical models.
Introduction
Deep neural networks (DNNs) have achieved remarkable success in a large variety of application domains (Krizhevsky et al., 2012; Bahdanau et al., 2014) . However, the powerful end-to-end learning comes with limitations, including the requirement on massive amount of labeled data, uninterpretability of prediction results, and difficulty of incorporating human intentions and domain knowledge.
To alleviate these drawbacks, recent work has focused on training DNNs with extra domain-specific features (Collobert et al., 2011) , combining oracle similarity constraints (Karaletsos et al., 2016) , modeling output correlations (Deng et al., 2014) , and others. Recently, Hu et al. (2016) proposed a general distillation framework that transfers knowledge expressed as first-order logic (FOL) rules into neural networks, where FOL constraints are integrated via posterior regularization (Ganchev et al., 2010) . Despite the intuitiveness of FOL rules and the impressive performance in various tasks, the approach, as with the previous posterior constraint methods (Ganchev et al., 2010; Liang et al., 2009; , has been limited to simple a priori fixed constraints with manually selected weights, lacking the ability of inducing and adapting abstract knowledge from data. This issue is further exacerbated in the context of regulating DNNs that map raw data directly into the label space, leaving a huge semantic gap in between, and making it unfeasible to express rich human knowledge built on the intermediate abstract concepts.
In this paper, we introduce a generalized framework which enables a learning procedure for knowledge representations and their weights jointly with the regulated DNN models. This greatly extends the applicability to massive structures in diverse forms, such as structured models and soft logic rules, facilitating practitioners to incorporate rich domain expertise and fuzzy constraints. Specifically, we propose a mutual distillation method that iteratively transfers information between DNN and structured knowledge, resulting in effective integration of the representation learning capacity of DNN and the generalization power of structured knowledge. Our method does not require additional supervision beyond raw data-labels for knowledge learning.
We present an instantiation of our method in the task of sentence sentiment analysis. We aug-ment a base convolutional network with linguistic knowledge that encourages coherent sentiment transitions across the clauses in terms of discourse relations. All uncertain modules, such as clause relation and polarity identification, are automatically learned from data, freeing practitioners from exhaustive specification. We further improve the model by integrating thousands of soft word polarity and negation rules, with their confidence directly induced from the data.
Trained with only sentence level supervisions, our model substantially outperforms plain neural networks learned from both sentence and clause labels. Our method also shows enhanced generalization on limited data size, and improved interpretability of predictions.
Our work enjoys general versatility on diverse types of structured knowledge and neural architectures. The principled knowledge and weight learning approach can also be applied to the posterior constraint frameworks (Ganchev et al., 2010; Liang et al., 2009 ) for regulating other statistical models.
Related Work
Deep Networks with Structured Knowledge Combining the powerful deep neural models with structured knowledge has been of increasing interest to enhance generalization and improve interpretability (Li et al., 2015; Deng et al., 2014; Johnson et al., 2016) . Recently, Hu et al. (2016) proposed to transfer logical knowledge information into neural networks with diverse architectures (e.g., convolutional networks and recurrent networks). They developed an iterative distillation framework that trains the neural network to emulate the predictions of a "teacher" model which is iteratively constructed by imposing posterior constraints on the network. The framework has shown to be effective in regulating different neural models. However, the method has required fixed constraints and manually specified weights, making it unsuitable to incorporate large amount of fuzzy human intuitions where adaptation to data is necessary to obtain meaningful knowledge representations.
The limitation is in fact shared with the generalpurpose posterior regularization methods (Ganchev et al., 2010; Liang et al., 2009; .
Though attempts have been made to learn the constraint weights from additional supervisions (Mei et al., 2014) or for tractability purposes (Steinhardt and Liang, 2015) , learning and optimizing knowledge expressions jointly with the regulated models from data is still unsolved, and critically restricting the application scope.
Sentiment Analysis Sentence level sentiment classification is to identify the sentiment polarity (e.g., positive or negative) of a sentence (Pang and Lee, 2008) . Recently, a number of neural models have been developed and achieved new levels of performance (Kim, 2014; Socher et al., 2013; Lei et al., 2015) . Despite the impressive success, most of the existing neural network approaches require large amount of labeled data while encoding very limited linguistic knowledge, making them inefficient to handle sophisticated linguistic phenomena, such as contrastive transitions and negations (Choi and Cardie, 2008; Bhatia et al., 2015) . Hu et al. (2016) combines a neural network with a logic rule that captures contrastive sense by observing the word "but" in a sentence. However, such simple deterministic rules suffer from limited generality and robustness. This paper develops a new sentiment neural model that combines a large diverse set of linguistic knowledge through our enhanced framework. Our method efficiently captures complex linguistic patterns from limited data, and yields highly interpretable predictions.
Mutual Distillation
This section introduces the proposed framework that enables joint learning of knowledge components and their weights with the neural network models. In particular, we generalize the one-sided distillation method of (Hu et al., 2016 ) (section 3.1), and propose to mutually transfer information between the neural network and the structured constraints for effective knowledge learning (section 3.2), and optimize the weights by considering jointly all components (section 3.3).
We consider input variable x ∈ X and target variable y ∈ Y. For clarity we focus on classification where y is a one-hot encoding of the class labels, though our method also applies to other contexts. Let (X, Y ) denote a set of instances of (x, y).
A neural network defines a conditional probability p θ (y|x) parameterized by θ. We will omit the subscript θ when there is no ambiguity.
Network Learning with Knowledge Distillation
We first review the iterative distillation method (Hu et al., 2016 ) that transfers structured knowledge into neural networks. Consider constraint functions f l ∈ X × Y → R, indexed by l, that encode the knowledge and we want to satisfy (i.e., maximize by optimizing the predictions y) with confidence weights λ l ∈ R. Given the current state of the neural network parameters θ at each iteration, a structureenriched teacher network q is obtained by solving
where P denotes the appropriate distribution space; and C is the regularization parameter. Problem (1) is convex and has a closed-form solution
whose normalization term can be calculated efficiently according to how the constraints factorize (Hu et al., 2016) . The neural network p θ at iteration t is then updated with a distillation objective (Hinton et al., 2015) that balances between imitating soft predictions of teacher q and predicting true hard labels:
where denotes the loss function (e.g., cross entropy loss for classification); σ θ (x) is the softmax output of p θ on x; s
n is the soft prediction vector of q on training point x n at iteration t; N is the training size; and π is the imitation parameter calibrating the relative importance of the two objectives. The training procedure iterates between Eq. (2) and Eq.(3), resulting in the richly structured teacher model q and the knowledge distilled student network p. While q generally provides better accuracy, p is more lightweight and applicable to many different contexts (Hu et al., 2016; Liang et al., 2008) .
In (Hu et al., 2016) , the constraint f l (X, Y ) has been limited to be of the form r l (X, Y ) − 1, where r l is an FOL function yielding truth values in [0, 1] , and is required to be fully-specified a priori and fixed throughout the training. Besides, the constraint weight λ l has to be manually selected. This severely deviates from the characters of human knowledge which is usually abstract, fuzzy, built on high-level concepts (e.g., discourse relations, visual attributes) as opposed to low-level observations (e.g., word sequences, image pixels), and thus incomplete in the sense of end-to-end learning that maps raw input directly into target space of interest. This necessitates expressing structured knowledge allowing some modules unknown and induced automatically from observations.
Knowledge Learning
To substantially extend the scope of knowledge used in the framework, we introduce learnable modules φ in the knowledge expression denoted as f φ . The module φ is general, and can be, e.g., free parameters of structured metrics, or dependency structures over semantic units. We assume f φ can be optimized in terms of φ against a given objective (e.g., through gradient descent for parameter updating). We aim to learn the knowledge by determining φ from data.
For clarity we consider one knowledge constraint and omit the index l. We further assume the constraint factorizes over data instances. Note that our method can straightforwardly be applied to the case of multiple constraints and constraints spanning multiple instances. As any meaningful knowledge is expected to be consistent with the observations, a straightforward way is then to directly optimize against the training data: φ * = arg max φ 1 N n f φ (x n , y n ), and insert the resulting f φ * in Eq.(1) for subsequent steps. However, such a pipelined method fails to establish interactions between the knowledge and network learning, and can lead to a sub-optimal system, as shown in our experiments.
To address this, we inspect the posterior regularization objective in Eq.(1), and write it in an analogous form to the variational free energy of some model evidence. Specifically, let log h φ (X, Y ) Cλf φ (X, Y ), then the objective can be written as
Intuitively, we can view the output distribution of the neural network p(Y |X) as a prior distribution over the labels, while considering h φ (X, Y ) as defining a "likelihood" metric w.r.t the observations, making the objective analogous to a (negative) variational lower bound of the respective "model". This naturally inspires an EM-type algorithm (Neal and Hinton, 1998) to optimize relevant parameters and improve the "evidence": the E-step optimizes over q, yielding Eq. (2); and the M-step optimizes over φ.
Further incorporating the true training labels with balancing parameter π , we obtain the update for φ:
The update rule resembles the distillation objective for learning parameters θ in Eq.(3). Indeed, the expectation term in Eq. (5) in effect optimizes h φ on examples labeled by q(y), i.e., forcing the knowledge function to mimic the predictions of the teacher model and distill encoded information. Thus, besides transferring from structured knowledge to a neural model by Eq.(3), we now further bridge from the neural network to the knowledge constraints for joint learning and better integrating the best of both worlds. We call our framework with the symmetric objectives as mutual distillation. In fact, we can view Eq.(4) as a single joint objective and we are alternating optimization of θ and φ, resulting in the update rules in Eq.(3) and Eq.(5) with the supervised loss terms included, respectively (and with the loss function in Eq.(3) being cross-entropy loss). Additionally, the resemblance of the two objectives indicates that we can readily translate the successful neural learning method to knowledge learning. For instance, the expectation term in Eq.(5), as the second loss term in Eq.(3), can be evaluated on rich unlabeled data in addition to labeled examples, enabling semi-supervised learning which has shown to be useful (Hu et al., 2016) . Empirical studies show superiority of the proposed method over several potential alternatives (section 5).
Weight Learning
Besides optimizing the knowledge representations, we also aim to automate the selection of constraint weights by learning from data. This would enable us to incorporate massive amount of noisy knowledge, without the need to worry about the confidence which is usually unfeasible to set manually.
As the constraint weights serve to balance between the different components of the whole framework, we learn the weights by optimizing the regularized joint model q (see Eq. (2)):
This is also validated in the view of regularized Bayes where q is a generalized posterior function by regularizing the standard posterior p (see Eq. (1)). Although here, we omit the Bayesian treatment of the weights λ and instead optimize them directly to find the posterior. It is straightforward to impose priors over λ to encode preferences. In practice, Eq. (6) can be carried out through gradient descent. The training procedure of the proposed mutual distillation is summarized in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 Mutual Distillation
Input:
, Initial neural network p θ , Parameters: π, π' -imitation parameters C -regularization parameters 1: Initialize neural network parameters θ 2: Initialize knowledge parameters φ and weights λ 3: while not converged do Update f l (l = 1, . . . , L) with distillation objective Eq.(5) 8: end while Output: Learned network p, knowledge modules F, and the joint teacher network q
Sentiment Classification
This section provides a concrete instance of our general framework in the task of sentence sentiment analysis. We augment a base convolutional network with a large diverse set of linguistic knowledge, including 1) sentiment transition structure for coherent multi-level prediction, 2) conjunction word rules for improving discourse relation identification, and 3) word polarity rules for tackling negations. These knowledge structures are fulfilled with neural network modules that are learned jointly within our framework. The resulting model efficiently captures sophisticated linguistic patterns from limited data, and produces interpretable predictions. Figure 1 shows an overview of our model. We assume binary sentiment labels (i.e., positive-1 and negative-0). The left part of the figure is the base neural network for sentence classification. Since our framework is agnostic to the neural architecture, we can use any off-the-shelf neural models such as convolutional network and recurrent network. Here we choose the simple yet effective convolutional network proposed in (Kim, 2014) . The network takes as input the word embedding vectors of a given sentence, and extracts feature maps with a convolutional layer followed by max-over-time pooling. A final fully-connected layer with softmax activation transforms the extracted features into a prediction vector.
We next introduce the three types of domain knowledge, which leverage rich fine-grained level structures, from clauses to words, to guide sentence level prediction. The clause segmentation of sentences is obtained using the public Stanford parser 1 .
Sentiment transition by discourse relation Discourse structures characterize how the clauses (i.e., 1 http://nlp.stanford.edu/software/openie.html discourse units) of a sentence are connected with each other and thereby provide clues for coherent sentence and clause labeling. Instead of using standard general-purpose discourse relation system, we define three types of relations between adjacent clauses (denoted as c i and c i+1 ) specific to sentiment change, namely, consistent (c i and c i+1 have the same polarity), contrastive (c i+1 opposes c i and is the main part), and concessive (c i+1 opposes c i and is secondary). The relations also indicate the connections between clauses and the whole sentence. For instance, a contrastive relation typically indicates c i+1 has the same polarity with the full sentence (we reasonably assume a sentence has contrastive sense in at most one position). To encode these dependencies we define sentiment transition matrices conditioned on discourse relation r and sentence polarity y, denoted as M r,y . For instance, given r = contrastive and y = 0, we expect the sentiment change between two adjacent clauses to follow
i.e., transiting from positive polarity of c i to negative of c i+1 . We list all transition matrices in supplement. We now design a constraint on sentence predictions leveraging the above knowledge. Using the identification modules presented shortly, we first get the discourse relation probabilities p r i,i+1 as well as the sentiment polarity probabilities p c i and p c i+1 of adjacent clauses (c i , c i+1 ). For a given sentence label y s , we then compute the expected transition matrix at each position byM i,ys = E p r i,i+1
[M r,ys ]. The value of the constraint function on y = y s is then defined as the probability of the most likely clause polarity configuration according to the clause predictions p c · and the averaged transitionsM ·,ys :
where a is the polarity configuration and m is the number of clauses. We use the Viterbi algorithm for efficient computation. We need the clause relation and polarity probabilities p r and p c , which are unfeasible to identify from raw text with only simple deterministic rules. We apply a convolutional network for each module, with similar network architectures to the base network (we describe details in the supplement). For efficiency, we tie the convolutional parameters across all the networks, while leaving the parameters of the fully-connected layers to be learned individually.
Conjunction word rules
We enhance the discourse relation neural network with robust clues from explicit discourse connectives (e.g., "but", "and", etc.) that occur in the sentence. In particular, we collect a set of conjunction words (listed in the supplement) and specify a rule constraint for each of them. For instance, the conjunction "and" results in the following constraint function:
where 1 and (c i , c i+1 ) is an indicator function that takes 1 if the two clauses are connected by "and", and 0 otherwise. Note that these rules are soft, with the confidence weights learned from data. We use the regularized joint model over the base discourse network for predicting the relations.
Negation and word polarity rules Negations reverse the polarity of relevant statements. Identifying negation sense has been a challenging problem for accurate sentiment prediction. We address this by incorporating rich lexicon rules at the clause level.
That is, if a polarity-carrying word (e.g., "good") occurs in the scope of a negator (e.g., "not"), then the sentiment prediction of the clause is encouraged to be the opposite polarity. We specify one separate rule for each polarity-carrying word from public lexicons (see the supplement), e.g.,
where 1 good (c i ) is an indicator function that takes 1 if word "good" occurs in a negation scope in the clause text, and 0 otherwise. This results in over 3,000 rules, and our automated weight optimization frees us from manually selecting the weights exhaustively. We define the negation scope to be the 4 words following a negator (Choi and Cardie, 2008) . Though polarities of single words can be brittle features for determining the sentiment of a long statement due to complex semantic compositions, they are more robust and effective at the level of clauses which are generally short and simple. Moreover, inaccurate rules will be downplayed through the weight learning procedure.
We have presented our neural sentiment model. We tackle several long-standing challenges by directly incorporating linguistic knowledge. Comparing to previous work that designs various neural architectures and relies on substantial annotations for specific issues (Socher et al., 2013; Bhatia et al., 2015) , our knowledge framework is more straightforward, interpretable, and general, while still preserving the power of neural methods.
Notably, even with several additional components to be learned for knowledge representation, our method does not require extra supervision signals beyond the raw sentence-labels, making our framework generally applicable to many different tasks (Neelakantan et al., 2016) .
The sentiment transition knowledge is expressed in the form of structured model with features extracted using neural networks. Though apparently similar to recent deep structured models such as neural-CRFs (Durrett and Klein, 2015; Ammar et al., 2014; Do et al., 2010) , ours is different since we parsimoniously extract features that are necessary for precise and efficient knowledge expression, as opposed to neural-CRFs that learn as rich representations as possible for final prediction.
Experiments
We evaluate our method on the widely-used sentiment classification benchmarks. Our knowledge Model Accuracy (%) sentences 1 CNN (Kim, 2014) 86.6 2 CNN+REL q: 87.8; p: 87.1 3 CNN+REL+LEX q: 88.0; p: 87.2 sentences 4 MC-CNN (Kim, 2014) 86.8 5 Tensor-CNN (Lei et al., 2015) 87.0 6 CNN+But-q (Hu et al., 2016) 87.1 +phrases 7 CNN (Kim, 2014) 87.2 8 Tree-LSTM (Tai et al., 2015) 88.0 9 MC-CNN (Kim, 2014) 88.1 10 CNN+But-q (Hu et al., 2016) 89.2 11 MVCNN (Yin and Schutze, 2015) 89.4 Table 1 : Classification performance on SST2. The top and second blocks use only sentence-level annotations for training, while the bottom block uses both sentence-and phrases-level annotations. We report the accuracy of both the regularized teacher model q and the student model p after distillation.
enriched model significantly outperforms plain neural networks. We obtain even higher improvements with limited data sizes. Comparison with extensive other potential knowledge learning methods shows the effectiveness of our framework. Our model also shows improved interpretability.
Setup
Datasets Two classification benchmarks are used: 1) Stanford Sentiment Treebank-2 (SST2) (Socher et al., 2013 ) is a binary classification dataset that consists of 6920/872/1821 moview review sentences in the train/dev/test sets, respectively. Besides sentence-level annotations, the dataset also provides exhaustive gold-standard labels at fine-grained levels, from clauses to phrases. The resulting full training set includes 76,961 labeled instances. We train our model using only the sentence-level annotations, and compare to baselines learned from either training set. 2) Customer Reviews (CR) (Hu and Liu, 2004) consists of 3,775 product reviews with positive and negative polarities. Following previous work we use 10-fold cross-validation.
Model configurations
We evaluate two variants of our model: CNN+REL leverages the knowledge of sentiment transition and discourse conjunctions, and CNN+REL+LEX additionally incorporates the negation lexicon rules.
Throughout the experiments we set the regularization parameter to C = 10. The imitation parameters π and π decay as π (t) = π (t) = 0.9 t where t is the iteration number (Bengio et al., 2015; Hu et al., 2016) . For the base neural network, we choose the "non-static" version from (Kim, 2014) and use the same configurations. Table 1 shows the classification performance on the SST2 dataset. From rows 1-3 we see that our proposed sentiment model that integrates the diverse set of knowledge (section 4) significantly outperforms the base CNN (Kim, 2014) . The improvement of the student network p validates the effectiveness of the iterative mutual distillation process. Consistent with the observations in (Hu et al., 2016) , the regularized teacher model q provides further performance boost, though it imposes additional computational overhead for explicit knowledge representations. Note that our models are trained with only sentence-level annotations. Compared with the baselines trained in the same setting (rows 4-6), our model with the full knowledge, CNN+REL+LEX, performs the best. CNN+But-q (row 6) is the base CNN augmented with a logic rule that identifies contrastive sense through explicit occurrence of word "but" (section 3.1) (Hu et al., 2016) . Our enhanced framework enables richer knowledge and achieves much better performance. Our method further outperforms the base CNN that is additionally trained with dense phrase-level annotations (row 7), showing improved generalization of the knowledge-enhanced model from limited data. Figure 2 further studies the performance with varying training sizes. We can clearly observe that the incorporated knowledge tends to offer higher improvement with less training data. This property can be particularly desirable in applications of structured predictions where manual annotations are expensive while rich human knowledge is available. (Kim, 2014) 85.0 5 Bi-RNN (Lai et al., 2015) 82.6 6 CRF-PR (Yang and Cardie, 2014) 82.7
Classification Results
7 AdaSent 86.3 Table 2 : Classification performance on the CR dataset. We report the average accuracy±one standard deviation with 10-fold CV. The top block compares the base CNN (row 1) with the knowledge-enhanced CNNs by our framework. Table 2 shows model performance on the CR dataset. Our model again surpasses the base network and several other competitive neural methods by a large margin. Though falling behind AdaSent (row 7) which has a more specialized and complex architecture than standard convolutional networks, the proposed framework indeed is general enough to apply on top of it for further enhancement.
To further evaluate the proposed mutual distillation framework for learning knowledge, we compare to an extensive set of other possible knowledge optimization approaches. Table 3 shows the results. In row 2, the "opt-joint" method optimizes the regularized joint model of Eq.(2) directly in terms of both the neural network and knowledge parameters. Row 3, "opt-knwl-pipeline", is an approach that first optimizes the standalone knowledge component and then inserts it into the previous framework of (Hu et al., 2016) as a fixed constraint. Without interaction between the knowledge and neural network learning, the pipelined method yields inferior results. Finally, rows 4-5 display a method that adapts the knowledge component at each iteration by optimizing the joint model q in terms of the knowledge parameters. We report the accuracy of both the student network p (row 4) and the joint teacher network q (row 5), and compare with our method in row 6 and 7, respectively. We can see that both models performs poorly, achieving the accuracy of only 68.6% for the knowledge component, similar to the accuracy achieved by the "opt-joint" method.
In contrast, our mutual distillation framework offers the best performance. Table 3 shows that the knowledge component as a standalone classifier does not achieve high accuracy (the numbers in Model Accuracy (%) 1 CNN (Kim, 2014) 86.6 2 opt-joint 86.9 (68.8) 3 opt-knwl-pipeline 86.7 (70.4) 4 opt-joint-iterative-p 86.9 5 opt-joint-iterative-q 87.6 (68.6) 6 mutual-p 87.2 7 mutual-q 88.0 (72.5) enough, good, strong, engaging, great awful, loses, fake doubt, bad parentheses). As discussed in section 4, this is because of the parsimonious formulation for the precise knowledge expression, while leaving the expressive base NN to extract rich representations. The enhanced performance of the combination indicates complementary effects of the two parts.
Qualitative Analysis
Our model not only provides better classification performance, but also shows improved interpretability due to the learned structured knowledge representation. Figure 3 illustrates an example sentence from test set. We see that the clause sentiments as well as the discourse relation are correctly captured. The negation rule of "not ... funny" (Eq.(9)) also helps to identify the right polarity. Table 4 lists the top-5 positive and negative words that are most confident for the negation rules, providing insights into the linguistic norms in the movie review context.
Conclusion
In this paper we have developed a framework that learns structured knowledge and its weights for regulating deep neural networks through mutual distillation. We instantiated our framework for the sentiment classification task. Using massive learned linguistic knowledge, our neural model provides substantial improvements over many of the existing approaches, especially in the limited data setting. In the future work, we plan to apply our framework to other text and vision applications.
